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Abstract—A mobile ad-hoc network is a self-configuring network of user devices that are connected by wireless links in infrastructure-less situation. These kinds of networks have many challenges such as unreliable links, lack of scalability, limited resources, etc. and energy consumption is a major issue in designing network protocols because of battery constraints. In on-demand multi-hop routing protocols e.g. AODV and DSR, the route discovery process uses Expanding Ring Search heuristic algorithm for reducing broadcast overhead and saving energy consumption. However, based on our observation we see that there are still some redundant broadcasts of this process that causes overhead, wasted energy, and increased collisions in the network. Here we propose a method which solves the redundant broadcasts of route discovery based on expanding ring search. The performance evaluation results show that by applying the proposed scheme, we can reduce the overhead of expanding ring search based route discovery up to about 20%, and therefore the total energy consumption of AODV is decreased by 15%.



I. I NTRODUCTION Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANETs) [1]–[3] provide an infrastructure-less communication which is an alternative for conventional wired networks. Because of the infrastructureless characteristic, MANETs have many challenges and the success of the MANETs paradigm depends on the network sustainability. One of the greatest limitations of mobile computing environment is the finite power supplies inherent in mobile devices [3]. For extending the lifetime of mobile ad hoc hosts, many energy efficient protocols have been designed [2]. We continue those works by proposing an energy efficient scheme to improve the sustainability of MANETs. Mobile nodes cooperate for delivering a successful packet from a source to a destination through intermediate nodes in MANETs; therefore, routing protocols are used frequently. In reactive routing protocols [2], when having a packet to send the source node broadcasts a request message to query the route to the destination, and then all nodes in the network cooperate to re-transmit this message. This process is called route discovery and the re-transmitting message of all nodes in the network in some cases causes a large overhead with energy consumption. In order to reduce the overhead of the route discovery process, the Expanding Ring Search [4], [5] is applied. In this heuristic algorithm, non-destination nodes have a chance to reply to the route request (RREQ) that they have cached information about destination. Expanding Ring Search (ERS) is used for making the route discovery process be more efficient. However, it still has some



disadvantages that need to be alleviated in order to get better results. Historically, there have been some ideas proposed for improving ERS such as Optimising ERS [6] and Blocking ERS [7]. Optimizing ERS focuses on determining the threshold of ERS for a successive search before initiating a network wide broadcast. Blocking ERS is related to stopping searching as soon as possible when the needed information is found. In our study, we focus on the flooding mechanism of ERS. Because ERS uses pure flooding for broadcasting the query message to all nodes, we propose a new method to improve the flooding of ERS, and hence making it become more efficient. In this paper, we describe a method which makes the ERS based route discovery of traditional reactive routing protocols like AODV [8] and DSR [9] become more energy efficient. This method reduces the number of re-transmitting request messages in the route discovery process which means we can reduce the network overhead and save energy consumption. The performance results show that our proposal can make ERS based route discovery of AODV reduce the overhead of retransmitting control messages by 20%; therefore, up to 15% of the total energy consumption of this protocol can be saved. II. R ELATED W ORK The Time To Live Sequence based Expanding Ring Search (ERS) [5] algorithm is a technique that can avoid networkwide broadcasting by searching a larger area around the source of broadcast. The goal of this algorithm is to find nodes having information needed about the destination in their route caches. ERS is widely used especially in multi-hop wireless networks. The source node is the center of the search ring; ERS successively searches a larger area until the node having needed information being searched is found. The mechanism is: the searching process begins by sending out a query with a small Time To Live (TTL) value (usually taken as 1). Each time the query is relayed by an immediate node, the TTL value is decreased by 1. If the TTL value is greater than 0, the query will be forwarded; otherwise it is not forwarded any further. After sending out a query with a given TTL value, the source waits for a period of a timeout to receive the reply. If there is no reply within the timeout period, the source node increases the TTL by adding an incremental value (usually is 2) and starts searching again. Increasing the TTL value of the broadcast message means the source increases the radius of the searching ring. The searching process, as above, continues
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until the information needed is found or the TTL value reaches a threshold T . At this time, if no reply is received, the source starts a broadcast to the entire network (TTL value is set to a very large number). Fig. 1 illustrates an example of an ERS. D
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(a) RREQ : T T L = 1 Fig. 1.



nodes in the 1st ring nodes have route to destination



(b) RREQ : T T L = 3



An example of an expanding ring search.



The efficiency of the ERS is that if some local nodes have information about the destination, then the source does not have to use a full flooding to search the entire network so that the far nodes from the source can save energy. But in some cases, if the nodes do not have information about the destination or if the destination is far from the source, after some expanding the search ring, source node will use a full flooding for the query process. This makes the nodes near the source have to re-broadcast the query many times, therefore, consuming energy and increasing the network overhead. III. T HE P ROPOSED S CHEME From our study, we observe that there are still many redundant transmissions of ERS which can be reduced for making ERS more efficient. The redundant transmissions appear when the source increases the search ring radius at least one time for finding information about the destination. Fig. 1(b) is an example of ERS that source node S expands the search ring one time. In the first ring, there is no node has information about the destination so the node S has to increase the radius of the search ring and start searching again. At the second searching, the nodes in the first ring (the striped one) have to relay RREQ messages twice: once in the first search and once for the second search. Similarly, if the third search occurs, nodes in the first ring have to relay a RREQ message three times; nodes in the second ring have to relay RREQ twice. A question is raised here that if the source uses more than one search then why do we not optimize the second search based on the first search, optimize the third search based on the second search, and so on. From those analyses, in this section, we introduce a new method for optimizing ERS. Our study in improving ERS focuses on the pure flooding mechanism of query messages where we reduce the overhead of flooding for making ERS more energy efficient. We describe our proposal as an Efficient Flooding Based on Overhearing scheme. The assumption for this scheme is that it is needed when more than two flooding events occur continuously. This scheme will reduce the overhead of the second flooding based on the information collected at the previous flooding.



A. Basic Idea When a node sends a message to the entire network, it first broadcasts the message to its neighbors. In pure flooding, every neighbor has to relay the message by continuously retransmitting the receiving message to its own neighbors if it receives the message the first time. If the node already has received this message before, it will drop the message immediately. However, if the message has some data regarding the sender then dropping the duplicate message will waste the neighbor’s information. Therefore, we propose a method that involves obtaining and utilizing the information of the incoming message before dropping; that data helps the node recognize its neighbors’ information. Information of neighbors somehow is considered as the network local topology and it is useful for reducing the overhead of floodings. From the idea described above, in order to make duplicate messages more useful, we modify the pure flooding by a node before sending a message out and that will add the predecessor address into the message data. The predecessor of one node is the node from which it receives the message; in this case, the predecessor is also called the previous node or the sender. When relaying a message, the node also adds a predecessor address (previous node address) into the message data before sending the message out to neighbors. On receiving that message, neighbors can collect the address of its sender and also the predecessor address of the sender by extracting this information from the incoming message data. This information is seen as the local topology information of 2-hop neighbors. In Fig. 2(a), A and B broadcast a message and D receives a message from A, so A is the predecessor of D. Likewise, B is the predecessor of C. When C and D relay the message by sending it out, they add the predecessor address into the message data before sending it. Assume that E receives a message from D first, so E knows that the predecessor address of D is A by obtaining this information from the message data. After that, E receives a message from C. It is a duplicate message but instead of dropping the message immediately, E extracts the predecessor address of C. At this time, E knows the predecessors of C and D respectively; somehow it knows that D has received the message from A and C has received from B. This knowledge cannot be known in the pure flooding.
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(a) Relaying message. Fig. 2.
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(a) A broadcasts a message.
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Fig. 3.
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(c) O and C broadcast messages.
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(e) O, A, and B flooding messages.



Efficient flooding based on overhearing scheme.



B. Efficient Flooding Based on Overhearing Scheme We now discuss an overhearing based efficient flooding scheme for ad hoc networks. With the assumption that there are at least two floodings happening continuously, the proposed scheme reduces the overhead of flooding based on the neighbor information collected in the previous pure flooding. The proposed scheme is divided into two parts: the first is collecting local topology information and the second is reducing the overhead of pure flooding. The collecting local topology information step needs a process of pure flooding. When pure flooding occurs, every node collects neighbors’ information by overhearing sending messages out of its neighbors. Each node has a variable named ‘relay’ which means that the node relays the flooding message when the value of ‘relay’ is true and node receives this message for the first time. Otherwise, the node does not relay the flooding message. The initial value of the variable ‘relay’ is false and during the pure flooding, all nodes have to relay a message without considering the value of that variable. The process at each node occurs as in these steps:
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(d) D broadcasts a message.
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(b) B broadcasts a message.
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When receiving a flooding message, the node relays the message if it has not received this message before. But before sending the message out, the node adds the sender (predecessor) address into the message data and then broadcasts. The information about the sender address can be extracted easily from the received message because when broadcasting a message, a node has to add its address into the source field of the packet header. If a node has already received this flooding message before, it extracts the predecessor address of the sender in the message data before dropping the message. When the predecessor address has been extracted, the node compares the address with its own address. If the two addresses have the same value, the node sets the value of the variable ‘relay’ to true. The example in Fig. 3(a)-3(d) shows how each node works in the first step.



Fig. 3(a) shows the network topology. Each node has a variable name ‘relay’ whose initial value is false. Node A wants to send a message to an entire network; it broadcasts the message to its neighbors. Because B and C are in the transmission range of A, they receive the message. A becomes the predecessor of B and C in the message path. This is the first time B and C receive a flooding message so they participate in relaying the message. But before relaying the message, B and C add their predecessor addresses into the message data and send them out. Assume that B first relays the message received from A as in Fig. 3(b). A, C, and D receive the message of B. As this is the first time D receives a message, it relays the message by adding a predecessor address into the message data. A receives a duplicate message; it extracts the predecessor address in the message data and compares this to its address. They are same so A sets its variable ‘relay’ to true. C also receives a duplicate message but the predecessor address in the message is different to its address so C drops the duplicate message without changing anything. Likewise, O and C relay the message received from A (Fig. 3(c)). Each node receiving messages from O and C completes the same process as done in A and C above. Finally, D relays the message received from B (Fig. 3(d)). B overhears the sending message out of D, obtains the predecessor address, and then compares this address with its own one. They are same so B sets its variable ‘relay’ to true. C does nothing because the predecessor address is different to its address. After the pure flooding, in the network there are some nodes that have the variable ‘relay’ set to true and others have the value of false. From the principle above, we conclude that a value of true of the variable ‘relay’ means a node overhears its neighbor(s) continue relaying a message received from it and a value of false means there is no neighbor relaying its message. So if the message is not relayed by any neighbor, re-transmitting of this node is redundant.
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In the second phase, reducing the overhead of pure flooding step, if another pure flooding occurs then the overhead of this flooding can be reduced by using the value of the variable ‘relay’ at each node. Only nodes that have the variable ‘relay’ set to true relay the message received from its neighbor; nodes with ‘relay’ of false receive a message but do not relay. With the network in Fig. 3(a), after a pure flooding of A, assume that O wants to send a message to the entire network as in Fig. 3(e). At this time, only the nodes that have the variable ‘relay’ set to true (node A and B) can relay a message for O. So, in this case, there are only 3 broadcasts for sending a message to the entire network and that message is propagated to all of the nodes. C. ERS based Route Discovery The proposed scheme is an efficient way to reduce the overhead of the pure flooding based on the previous flooding. In ERS based route discovery, the source node uses continuous flooding with a larger searching area to find information about the destination. If the searching in the i−1st ring (called i−1st searching for short) cannot find the information needed, the source node will initiate an ith searching. As you see here, the mechanism of ERS satisfies the assumption of the proposed scheme, so in this part we present a way how to apply our scheme to reduce the overhead of the ith searching based on the information from the i−1st searching. Assume that a source node invokes the route discovery process to find a route to a destination, the application of the proposed scheme into ERS based route discovery is summarized as follow, 1) In the first search, the source node broadcasts a request to find a route to the destination within K-hop neighbors from it. Every node within the search ring collects the local topology information based on the pure flooding. They determine the value of the variable ‘relay’ by overhearing messages sent out by neighbors. 2) If there is no route for the destination, the source node increases the search ring radius and initiates searching again (the second search). Some nodes that participated in the first search can be silent by applying reducing the overhead of pure flooding step. Nodes that are not in the overlapping area of the first search and the second search have to perform pure flooding while collecting the local topology information for changing the value of the variable ‘relay’. 3) The third search happens if there is still no route for the destination, the source node continues to increase to ring radius and start searching again. Same as the second search, some nodes participating in the second search can be silent by applying reducing the overhead of pure flooding step. Nodes that are not in the overlapping area of the second and the third search have to perform pure flooding while collecting the local topology information. 4) The same process to the forth search, fifth search, etc. if the source node continues expanding the search ring for find information about the destination.



IV. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION A. Simulation environment To analyze the efficiency of the proposed scheme, we compare the performance of ERS with that of ERS using the proposed scheme. We use ERS based route discovery of AODV for an instance of ERS. The modified ERS based route discovery of AODV is an instance of the proposed scheme. We also select pure route discovery of AODV as a basic protocol for comparisons. We develop the simulation in Qualnet simulator environment and perform the simulation until performance measures are converged; then we obtain average values. Hundred different networks are generated randomly in an area, 1500 × 1500 m2 . The transmission radius is set to 250 meter, each data packet with attached information has a constant length of 512 bytes, and the bandwidth of a wireless channel is set to 2M b/s as the default. The main objective of our proposed idea is to reduce the number of nodes forwarding the RREQ as much as possible. This means that redundant transmissions are minimized. The metric, the number of RREQs forwarded, is used for evaluating the efficiency of the proposed scheme. We also consider other performance measures such as: the number of route discovery successes, and the total energy consumption. The number of route discovery successes is the number of successful route discoveries divided by the number of route discoveries invoked. The energy consumption is the total energy consumed by all nodes in the network. B. Results and Discussion 1) Performance on the number of nodes: In this simulation, we place a certain number of nodes from 50 to 200 randomly on the network area. The network load is set to 50 active routes which means that during 30 seconds of simulation time, at random moments, one random source sends a packet to a random destination and this occurs 50 times. The simulation results are plotted in Fig. 4. Our observation from those figures is: •



•



•



The proposed idea makes AODV using ERS reduce by 20% of the number of RREQs forwarded. AODV using ERS is 20% better than pure AODV in term of the number of RREQs forwarded; therefore, in total the proposed scheme improves AODV up to about 40% for the reduced number of RREQs. Reducing the number of relaying messages has the same meaning as reducing energy consumption of nodes in the network. From Fig. 4(c), we see that the proposed scheme makes AODV using ERS reduce energy consumption up to 15% so it helps nodes live longer. Another important metric in the comparison is the successful route discovered. From the Figs. 4(b), the proposed scheme reduces the number of RREQs forwarded in the AODV route request process but does not affect the ratio of the routes discovered successfully.
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The performance on a mobile network with a different number of active routes.



2) Performance on the number of active routes: In this simulation, we maintain the number of nodes at 100 and the size of the network area, 1500×1500 m2 . We change the number of active routes in the network during the simulation time from 15 to 150. The Fig. 5 shows the comparison of results between 3 route request processes of 3 routing protocols. From that figure, once again, by applying the proposed scheme we make the route request of AODV reduce the number of route requests and save energy consumption of all nodes in the network. In these simulations, we show the efficiency of the proposed scheme in many networks with different topologies: from the sparse networks to dense ones by increasing the number of nodes in a fix area, in many networks with low to high loads (increasing the number of active routes). In all cases, the proposed scheme achieves better results. About other metrics for showing the efficiency of the proposed scheme, we consider memory overhead and the processing needed for applying this scheme. The proposed scheme uses only one variable ‘relay’ so the extra memory used is costless and in processing, we only check and compare the address in the message data with the node address; it is a primitive and trivial operator so the cost for this process is also very small. V. C ONCLUSION In this paper, we proposed an efficient way to improve the route request process of AODV in particular and an efficient way to improve the ERS algorithm in general. By using the proposed idea, many protocols using ERS such as AODV and DSR can reduce the overhead of the route request process by reducing the number of nodes relaying the query messages.
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